Fourthly, regarding reputation of alleged subject officers, without hard copy indemnities, one is
inclined to be wary of identifying any individual. Suffice to say there are numerous officials in the
legislature, the executive and the judiciary whose actions warrant a genuinely 'independent'
investigation. Note particularly that by 'independent' I mean the dictionary meaning rather than the
bureaucratic / political meaning that involves a very carefully chosen collection of individuals who
will agree to support all aspects of findings made well before the inquiry is convened. I hereby
challenge the CCC to instigate a truly 'independent' inquiry into government and individuals.
Fifthly, its blatantly obvious that the concept of 'fairness' is in name only. Australian laws are so
poorly conceived and worded that they are meaningless. Lawyers and barristers, with the collusion
of the judiciary, argue that black is white even though an Act states clearly that white is really white.
No regular person can hope to compete with teams of $5,000 per hour QCs, even if the laws in
contention were written in clear and unambiguous simple english. The suggestion that there is
equal access to justice is nonsensical when even an entry level lawyer expects to be paid over
twenty times the hourly rate of his or her clients. Compare for example, the unbelievably crappy
Australian laws with the inherent simplicity of international (United Nations) instruments that have
identical meaning in all UN recognized languages. The argument that 'ignorance of the law is no
excuse' is patently ridiculous when lawyers, barristers, magistrates and judges spend most of their
life arguing over points of law.
Sixthly, it should not be necessary to even ask a question regarding the effectiveness of the CCC
when it fails to deal with even 2% of the complaints it receives. Clearly 'effectiveness' and 'CCC'
don't even belong in the same sentence.

